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From the Office
Hi All,
Welcome to the UK Fungus Day Special
Edition of Mycologist News. Enclosed are the
event reports from around the UK. As you’ll
find, the second UK Fungus Day was a great
success with over eighty fungus events
taking place and a huge amount of effort and
enthusiasm was put in to it by BMS
members, our affiliated fungus groups and by
members of the public.
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We sent out resources packs to most events
as well as the Oyster mushroom spore kits,
and these were well received.

UK Fungus Day 2015
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We’re working hard to make sure that UK
Fungus Day 2015 is bigger and better, and it
is taking place on 11th October 2015. I hope
that we can rely once again on your
continued support in making it a memorable
event.
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Best wishes,
The BMS Office Team

Norman Porrett
Administrator BMS Office

Joel Hacking
Assistant BMS office
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Editorial
Hello All,
On behalf of the British Mycological Society, I would like to thank all of our supporters for making UK Fungus Day 2014 a great success; building on the inaugural event we were able to make promising steps forward in 2014, seeing an increase of over 20 events on 2013, with over 80 venues organising UK Fungus Day
activities nationwide. Thanks again to all event organisers and supporting staff, we
couldn’t have done it without you.
Joel Hacking joined the BMS Office in May 2014 as part time UKFD co-ordinator,
allowing us to develop a number of eResources such as the UK Fungus Day
toolkit, which provides a guide to help event organisers plan their events. All
events last year were placed on a google ‘events map’ with links to group websites
and other information. Ann Miler very generously supported the event again in
2014 as she did for the inaugural event and supplied oyster kits to event organisers which were given out to children and families. Thank you again Ann for your
continued support! Our participation with iSpot was also developed further, with
the launch of an iSpot project page, and leaflets and materials were sent out to
event organisers who requested them.
We have had some very positive feedback from the 2014 event and have received
many ideas on how to further improve on the success of UK Fungus day, which is
fast becoming the flagship event on the BMS Fungal Education & Outreach Calendar.
We have a very exciting agenda for 2015 with our events programme already taking shape with a good number of our trusty event organisers already planning
ahead. We are very keen to increase academic participation in UK Fungus Day
events this year, either through participation at organised events or by presenting
their latest fungal research in an accessible manner through, for example, Café
Scientifique events. I hope to report favourably on this in next year’s edition; however, I am pleased to say that a number of academics have already expressed an
interest in supporting their local UKFD event this year – thank you.
The BMS Fungal Education & Outreach committee are also planning to widen the
resources available for children at UKFD events and to encourage school participation in UK Fungus Day activities.
We have some exciting news to share for 2015 with the launch of a newly developed website, planned for 1 June 2015, incorporating responsive design and improved functionality. It will replicate the branding and slick appearance of the BMS
website utilising the content management system, Concrete 5 and including imagery and content that will represent the breadth of fungal science.
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Editorial
We plan to have (at least) 7 sections (which will be subdivided as necessary) as
follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Museums, Gardens & other Organisations
Families & Youth Groups
Schools (Primary, Secondary, Post-16)
Higher Education and Research Institutes (Lecturers/Group leaders, Research Fellows/post-doctoral fellows, Ph.D students, Undergraduates)
Enthusiasts (Involved with BMS recording groups, Involved with other recording groups, Individuals not affiliated to a group)
Industry (Commercial mushroom Growers, Brewing industry, Baking industry,
Healthcare, Agriculture, Food spoilage)
Journalists & Media

Each section will be tailored for the particular audience, with relevant information,
images, eResources etc. to help each group to plan or participate in a UKFD event.
The site will be designed to facilitate greater public engagement with fungi and fungal science. Academics will be encouraged to participate by providing material that
will be of interest to the general public and that will cover key advances in fungal
science and knowledge that will be of interest and of relevance to the population at
large. Links to the Society’s Facebook page, iSpot and UKFD twitter feed will encourage enthusiasts to share their knowledge and recording expertise. The UKFD
site will focus on facilitating public interest and knowledge of the fungal kingdom
through e-learning, including downloadable literature, and will encourage public
participation in UKFD events.
UK Fungus Day is ‘mushrooming’ thanks to you. We are making new mycological
connections each year! Help us to make UK Fungus Day 2015 the best event yet,
help us to raise awareness of fungi and fungal science in the UK and help us to put
fungi on the map.
Follow us on Twitter @ukfungusday
Contact Joel Hacking (UKFD15 Co-ordinator), Norman (BMS Administrator) or myself at: ukfungusday@britmycolsoc.info
Join the UK Fungus Day family, organise an event or offer to help at an event near
you or sign up for a Café Scientifique talk. Find out more about events near you by
visiting our google map at ukfungusday.co.uk.
This year’s event will be held over the weekend of 10-11 October 2015. Save the
date!
Ali Ashby
BMS Education & Outreach (Chair)
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Buckinghamshire Fungus
Group and Hertfordshire &
Bedfordshire Fungus Group
11th - 12th October 2014
College Lake, near Tring
Author: Penny Cullington

A view of College Lake Reserve (photo SK)

This was our second attempt at a display of
this size and the first at this venue – BBOWT’s large and beautiful reserve on the Bucks /
Herts border having excellent facilities for our needs though perhaps less extensive resources for foraying onsite than we would ideally have chosen. However, as it turned out with the previous month being the driest on record and consequently fungi really thin on the
ground everywhere in this region - it would have been no better for foraying wherever we’d
been based.
Collecting specimens for the display was a fairly thankless task
attempted by a few valiant members on Thursday with varying
degrees of success. Friday was a hive of activity with setting
up in the barn: Steve, with assistance from Claudi, constructed
the magnificent lifelike woodland stand complete with birch
tree, a mix of his own fungi models and supplemented by some
fresh specimens, creating a very pleasing effect. Derek was
responsible for the sporeprint and microscope corner – both a
dissecting and compound scope were rigged up to a large
screen which, when not in action for this purpose, displayed an
impressive slide show of well over a hundred different species
of fungi – all previously recorded from College Lake, the photos
provided by various BFG members.
Meanwhile we set out the specimen display on moss and
woodchip
covered
trays, labelled them all, then adorned the walls with
various information posters and more fungi photos.
We added the finishing touches with tables of
books, various leaflets and handouts supplied by
the BMS, display boards with information about our
two groups, and finally erected the BMS banners to
welcome people at the entrance.
The College Lake rangers used the far end of the
barn to set up tables of colouring and crafts of various sorts to keep the children amused, and this together with their short woodland fungi trail which was
just outside the venue proved to be a very popular at5

Derek clearly in his element demonstrating
the essential
use of microscopy as an Identification tool.
(photo NW)

UK Fungus Day Event Reports
We led a fungi walk each morning, though we found remarkably few
things considering this should be the peak of the autumn fruiting season. In fact the only part of the reserve which produced any material
was the little woodland area nearby where the woodchip paths provided enough different species to keep people happy. We listed a disappointing 40 species, this considerably boosted by Alan Outen’s short
visit during which he noted several rusts and the like on the vegetation
as he went round the reserve. There follow a few photos of things we
found, mostly very common species with just one or two exceptions.
The most interesting species found was growing on stick fragments and woody litter and
produced some very satisfying oohs and ahs,
Above: Auricularia
especially
when viewed through a x10 lens or
auricula-judae
with
Derek’s
excellent eqiuipment back in the
(Jelly ear) looking pardisplay
barn.
This was Crucibulum laeve
ticularly realistic
(Common bird’s nest) - a delightful and aptly
named species, each fruitbody only a few millimeters across but
looking just like a perfect miniature bird’s nest fit for a dolls house.
It was a new record for the site.
We felt the weekend was a great success and had been enjoyed
by everyone – whether helpers or punters. Our message of
spreading the word about the importance of the fungus Kingdom was well received by
young and old alike, whatever their level of interest, and we went away tired but satisfied
with a good and worthwhile job done.
It remains for me to thank College Lake and
BBOWT for letting us host the display here, and
also our tireless team of helpers without whose
efforts this event could not have happened.
Organisers: Penny Cullington, Steve Kelly, Derek
Schafer,
with
John Catterson, Sue Davis, Joanna Dodsworth,
Madeleine Donoghue, Greg Douglas, Sandra
Hayter, Margaret Kelly, Justin Long, Mick Jones,
Jenny Schafer, Claudi Soler, Nick and Toni Standing, John Tyler, Nick White.
Photographs were kindly provided by Steve Kelly, Justin Long and Nick White.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
National Museum Wales,
Cardiff
Saturday 11th October 2014
Biology Rocks!
Author: Sarah Johnston

Biology Rocks! was a collaborative event between Cardiff University, National Museum
Wales and the Society of Biology to celebrate Biology Week. As part of the event, the Cardiff Fungal Ecology group provided an interactive fungal display to mark UK Fungus Day.
The display featured backdrops and models from the BMS’s award-winning Out of Sight,
Out of Mind exhibit alongside live fungal specimens, and activities for all ages. Visitors could
look at mycelium under a microscope, and at a macroscopic level could see how fungal
cords follow the route of major roads on a map of the UK, with colonised wood blocks marking cities. Red balloons showed the younger children ‘How the Fungus Got Its Spots’, and
adults and children alike played the Fungal Functions Game, matching fungal specimens to
an eclectic range of uses!
The best part of the event was seeing how the activities and displays caught the imagination
of such a broad age range, from even very young children joining in the games, to parents
being genuinely surprised at what fungi can do.
The stand boasted a range of BMS literature for people
to take away. The BMS provided packs of grow-your-own
oyster mushroom spawn, which were very popular. In
addition, the backbone of the exhibit was the BMS’s Out
of Sight, Out of Mind display produced for RHS Chelsea.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
National Botanic Garden Wales
Author: Bruce Langridge
There was a wide selection of activities aimed at introducing attendees to the world of fungi; a lot of
who may never had attended any fungus based event such as this before.
These activities included:



Three Fungi identification guided walks by Ray Woods, Pat O’Reilly and David Mitchel
One guided tour of fungi art displays by Bruce Langridge



One talk by Pat O’Reilly on the ‘Wonderful World of Fungi’


Two Fungi cookery demonstrations by Lisa Fern
All the walks and talks had between 20-50 people taking part. While not many fungi were in fruit, one
new record for Wales was found on a Hornbeam branch Periphora laeta, and maybe for the UK as a
whole, a Leucoroprinus heinemannii specimen was discovered.

Fungi identification tips were given
to young and old

Ray Woods guided walk, UK Fungus Day

A lot of the activities were aimed at encouraging family participation and engaging the imagination of
the children.
These included:
A display of a Fairy Model Village, made up of wood turned Fly Agaric houses and shops
Stalls selling wood carved fungi, fairy costumes and henna tattoos of fungi
Display of new fungi drawings
Demonstration of using felt to depict fungi
Launch of display of large wooden fungi models in woodland setting.
Children’s Trail linking Fairy Stories to fruiting fungi
Joint family activities including pyrography on wood carved fungi models, cloth peg fairies, colouring
wood turned fungi.
Over 40 visitors dressed up fairies or elves, ensuring the family activities deliverers were busy all
day!
Making a playful link to fairies helped to draw in people who might not have dreamt of attending a
fungus based event.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
National Botanic Garden Wales (continued)

Wood turned fairy model village created for UK Fungus Day

Wood turned fairy model village created for UK Fungus Day

Fungi in Fibre exhibition (1)

Fungi in Fibre exhibition (2)

One of the highlights of the event was the ‘Exhibition of Fungi in Fibre’, a collection of textiles of Welsh
Fungi, created by over 30 Welsh sewing enthusiasts. This had taken 2-3 months spent creating, researching,
and mounting the exhibition. This seemed to pay off with over 30 attendees, most of whom were new to fungi.
The resources supplied by the BMS and those available from the NBGW library of mycological books were
available for those who wished to look a little deeper into the world of fungi, with the tri-fold Pocket Guide to
Fungi, and the ‘Grow Your Own Oyster Mushrooms’ spore kits especially popular.
The event was promoted through diverse media, including Welsh newspapers, websites (BMS, NBGW, Facebook), Twitter and live radio interviews with Bruce Langridge on Radio Wales and Lisa Fen on Radio Cymru.
Sharing ideas and experience of what worked well and what did not amongst the various groups or organisations who took part in UK Fungus Day 2014, could help expand audiences for this event in 2015.

Free entry
was given
to visitors
dressed as
fairies and
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Cotswold Fungus Study
Group
Batsford Arboretum,
Morton in marsh,
Gloucestershire.
Author: Dave Champion

This event was promoted via the UK Fungus Day events map within the website http://
www.ukfungusday.co.uk/, then through Batsford Marketing, who put it on their web-site and
also by the Local Tourist Board.
The organisers greeted all the walkers at the entrance, giving a short informal talk about
“Mushrooms and Toadstools’’ attempting to explain how the world as they know it would not
exist without fungi. They asked the attendees what really interested them about mushrooms.
This progressed to a talk about the edibility of fungus.
Responding to enquiries, the Cotswold Fungus Group organisers introduced the absolute
beginners to a list of good guides for the field, whilst giving some general advice about, collecting and naming mushrooms and how to get better at it.
This was followed by a pre-planned walk around the Park, the route chosen to expose the
attendees to as much fungus on site as could be located.
The materials sent from the BMS office failed to arrive as the courier failed to deliver them,
but this didn’t dampen the enthusiasm of the organisers or the attendees.
After the morning session 10-30 -12.00,
the group actually applauded the efforts
of the organisers, which was great and
very unexpected! Hopefully this event will
have helped a few of the attendees to
see how wonderful mushrooms are and
that will stay with them. It certainly made
an impression of certain individuals who
have now joined the group.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Dorset Fungus Group
Sunday 12th October 2014
Hengistbury Head
Author: Mike Power

Sunday October 12th in Dorset was dry but overcast, a good thing as we chose Hengistbury
Head for our NATIONAL FUNGUS DAY foray, a great place when the weather is fine, grim
when wet, cold and windy being a very exposed headland.
Hengistbury Head, which lies west of Bournemouth, played an important part in the nation’s
trade, defence and communications. During the 19th century extensive opencast mining
took place for the iron stone, the large boulders known as Doggers. One good thing to come
out of it though was the creation of wildlife ponds. Archaeological finds are regularly made
here and history tells us it was a major Iron Age trading centre and important port. Interestingly a ley line starts at the Head passing through St Catherine’s Hill, Salisbury and Stonehenge before reaching the stone circle at Avebury.
Today it is a great place to go with the family and enjoyed by many thousands of visitors
throughout the year so much so that the local authorities have just completed a brand new
visitor centre, a beautiful building complete with visual displays, shop and lecture room.
About 15 of our members were joined by some 50 members of the public, and after the initial briefing we headed towards the head. Our finds were a little disappointing possibly due
to the very dry summer we have experienced in this part of England, and although we have
had a couple of wet days, it’s not been enough to bring them forth in the quantity of last
year’s visit.
The walk lasted for just over two hours and
having returned to the Centre our finds were
displayed on a table and identified by Mark
Pike to an inquisitive and curious public eager to know their names and whether any
were edible, always the most commonly
asked question.
We found a few agaricus campestris and the occasional amanita muscaria. Bolets included
leccinum (brown) and a single versipelle (orange), xerocomus subtomentosus, chrysenteron, badius, parasiticus and one small edulis. There were a few specimens of helvella crispa
and a single helvella lacunose. There is a fair bit of Gorse on the Head on which we found a
few clusters of tremella mesenterica (yellow brain fungus)
At the end of the foray Mark and Derek gave an excellent presentation to an attentive audience eager to learn more about all things fungi.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Gwent Fungus Group
Cwm Carn Forest Centre
Author: Roger Evans

When people arrived they were able to browse the leaflets available, the demonstration stands showing photographs of a wide range of species, view the demonstration tables of specimens collected previously and a PowerPoint presentation giving
interesting facts about fungi. In addition, visitors were able to take part in an identification competition using the photographs and specimens mentioned above, the
person correctly identifying the most species was awarded a £10 book token.
Then those attending were split into two groups and each group was taken on a two
hour walk through a mixed woodland. Specimens were identified in the field where
possible and a collection brought back to the centre laid out and labelled.
All those attending seemed to thoroughly enjoy the afternoon and enthusiastically
joined in searching for specimens. Many were very surprised at the range of species
that we found and a few people signed up to join our group. Finding lots of Helvella
crispa specimens was interesting.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Herefordshire—Sheila Spence
Various events across
Herefordshire (Herefordshire
Nature Trust,
Malvern Hills Conservators, National Trust at both Croft Castle and
Brockhampton
Estates
Author: Sheila Spence
As part of UK Fungus Day 2014 I led several Fungus Forays here in Herefordshire, some for National
Trust at both Croft Castle and Brockhampton Estates over the UK Fungus Day weekend itself.
Another event was for Herefordshire Nature Trust, now Herefordshire Wildlife Trust, at one of their
wonderful Doward reserves, known particularly for its wealth and diversity of its fungi. Yet again we
were fully booked and there was a lot of interest.
The Malvern Hills was the site for two other fungi walks, again based on UK Fungus Day, on both
occasions fully booked with a huge amount of interest.
Participants on all the walks were very pleased to receive the hand outs, and information from BMS
and particularly looked forward to having a go with the mushroom spawn.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Leicestershire Fungus Study
Group
Leicester University Botanic
Garden
Author: Richard Iliffe
Photos: Peter Sykes
We set up a table display of fresh fungi in the Coach House building at the entrance to the Botanic
Garden complex. This building is used as a teaching room for botanical field groups by the University and by the local branch of the Botanical Society of the British Isles. Our table display was supplemented by two display boards showing exhibition quality images of fungi. We also included a table
display of some of the larger fruiting lichens that can be found locally now that air quality has improved, plus a range of domestic and cosmetic products where lichens are used as additives or fixatives, or as colouring agents. A number of our Group members were on hand to discuss the fungi
and lichens and to answer the many questions raised by visitors. We had excellent support from
the Botanic Garden management staff who prepared a series of posters and indicators to direct the
public to our event.
Highlights of the Event: The event provoked great enthusiasm among our visitors, exceeding our
expectations, and we hope to have recruited a number of new members to our local Group. The
table display of freshly gathered fungi was the main focus of interest all afternoon. One of the special highlights was meeting a family visiting Leicester from China who spent a little time with us, admiring the display and explaining how they prepare and cook Jelly Ear fungus in their dishes back at
home.

Other highlights included a find of the very uncommon Russula insignis during our morning foray at
the Botanic Garden – a first for Leicestershire. On a collecting trip the day before the event at a different location we recorded another county first, believed to be Hohenbuehelia mastrucata, an uncommon ‘Red Data list’ species which has been sent to Kew for confirmation.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
London Fungus Group
Hampstead Heath
Author: Andy Overall

I began the event with an introduction to myself and The London Fungus Group and the purpose of UK FUNGUS DAY. This was followed by a quick talk about how fungi work in the
natural environment, pointing out the modes, Saprobic, Parasitic & Mycorrhizal and then an
overview of mushrooms & toadstools in the UK. I handed out the BMS leaflet guides and
pointed out that some of those species on the leaflet would be encountered during the event
foray.
People of all ages attended and found the event most educational and entertaining.
The highlight has to be the huge specimen of Volvariella bombycina
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
North East Fungus Group
Lindisfarne
Author: Doug McCutcheon & Tom Kirby
This was a much anticipated foray on the Dune Slack and grass courses of Holy island.
The group (NEFSG) comprised of those who were taking advantage of the opportunity to
take a short mycological holiday on the Island and those who turned up, on the low tide, for
the main foray event.
It was due to the tide, however, that activities, for those who were not staying on the island,
were curtailed. The causeway beckoned.
We split in to two groups and the usual outriggers set of on perimeter excursions. The fids
were in excess of expectations and the list is attached. These records will be formally submitted to the FRDBI and CATE2 in December 2014.

North West Fungus Group (1)
Risley Moss Nature Reserve, Warrington
Author: Tom Ferguson
We slowly walked around Risley Moss Nature Reserve visiting the spots that had previously
been checked for item of interest, given that certain families, such as Russula, Lactarius,
Amanita and Cortinarius, were more or less absent. Species found were identified with assistance by other members of the North West Fungus Group, who helped with identification
tips.
We used whatever specimens we found to inform the group about fungi and their biology.
This included how they differ from green plants, their feeding requirements and associated
habitats, their importance to breaking down plant material and the benefits to plants through
mycorrhizal relationships. We were able to highlight a great number of forms. Participants
were genuinely interested and left fascinated by the variety of fungi we found.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
North West Fungus Group (2)
Jodrell Bank Arboretum,
Cheshire
Author: Liz Moore

The event took the form of three Public Walks which had been publicised through the UK
Fungus Day website and Jodrell Bank’s own website. There were 38 official attendees who
had paid Jodrell Bank to come on these plus a few others attached themselves to groups
during walks.
There was a display of approx.’ 80 different fungi. Most visitors to the arboretum poured
over this so as many as 80 will have been made aware of Fungus Day.
The Jodrell website had invited the public to bring in any fungi they had found for identification – unfortunately no one did!
There were many free leaflets, bookmarks, spore packs etc. available but again, not many
were taken away.
Despite this, those that came on the walks seemed to enjoy it despite the embarrassing lack
of fungi, sniffing the aniseed funnel and the birds nest fungus seemed to delight most. A
personal highlight of organiser Liz Moore’s was asking an elderly lady who suffers from dementia what the aniseed funnel reminded her of, she immediately lit up and said humbugs,
not one child present could identify it!
The A1 Peter Thwaites Poster was on show and given to Jodrell to keep and display over
half term. The NWFG pop up was displayed in the reception area. All the leaflets, bookmarks, spore packs etc. had been made available close to where we had our live exhibition
for people to help themselves, and it was a shame there were not more people disposed to
take them.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
North West Fungus Group (3)

Mere Sands Wood,
Rufford, Lancashire
Author: Jeanette Maddy,
Dr Irene Ridge

A guided walk around the reserve was preceded by a very short introduction in the Visitor
Centre.
The event had been advertised on the Lancashire Wildlife Trust website and highlighted on
the UK Fungus Day website. A general communication email had also been sent to all North
West Fungus Group members informing them of events taking place across the region.
Irene and Jeanette of the North-West Fungus Group were a little concerned that there
wouldn’t be many species in evidence given the very dry September, but they needn’t have
worried. They came across representatives of all functional groups e.g. mycorrhizals, litter
decomposers, dead wood decomposers, brackets and the very small species like Grey Disco (some people’s first experience of using a hand lens). One species which always seems
to delight people is the Bird’s nest fungus Cyathus striatus, and they also found a particularly smelly specimen of Lilac Dapperling Cystolepiota bucknallii. It was very pleasing to experience the level of interest being shown by the people who came out with us. Irene and
Jeanette were warmly thanked with one person commenting that it had been an excellent
afternoon.
The BMS leaflets, posters, our UK Fungus Day banner and some of the spore kits were set
out as a display in the Visitor Centre. People were encouraged to take materials away with
them. They also left a supply of the materials behind with the Reserve Manager for use in
future.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
North West Fungus Group (4)

Armitt Museum, Ambleside,
Cumbria
Author: Dr Irene Ridge

The event had been advertised at the museum and in the local newspaper. It was also
listed on the NWFG website.
The day was organised to give a general introduction to fungi aimed at attendees who may
not have experienced these outside of the supermarket. The event comprised of:
Setting out a display table of fungi brought by 4 members of the NWFG + leaflets, posters
and some identification books.
A short introductory talk
A foray starting from the museum through parkland, grassland and woodland.
A return to display table. (Ordinary visitors to the museum had also looked at the display
during the day.)
There were very few of the larger fungi but forayers were fascinated to be shown smaller
fungi – Mycena (M. pseudocorticola was a star), Crepidotus etc, which they had never noticed before.
Everyone who attended said they had enjoyed the event and two even said they would join
the NWFG, whilst others were very enthusiastic about acquiring books for identification. The
BMS leaflets, posters and our UK Fungus Day banner had been set out as a display in the
museum library. People were encouraged to take materials away with them. It was especially useful to have a second pull-up banner given the large area over which events were held.
It would have been impossible for us to hold all the events (from Cumbria to Cheshire) on a
single day – so it was decided to spread them over a week.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
North West Fungus Group (5)

Treborth Botanic Gardens, University of Bangor
Author: James Balfour
The curator was assisted by local mycologists Charles Aron and Debbie Evans. Participants
were sent into the coastal woodland that forms part of the university’s botanic garden. The
woodland runs along the Menai Straits, contains an SSSI and is also home to a few red
squirrels. After the foray, we congregated in the Cool House (recently converted into a conservatory-style venue) to display our finds and compare notes. The event was so popular
that not everyone could fit in the Cool House to listen to the foray leaders speak, so the side
vents were opened and rows of people stuck their heads through the vents to listen!
We found over 160 species – and a noticeably different selection to last year’s find. Participants were all very keen and all feedback was positive. They also enjoyed looking at the
collection of rusts on display, assembled by Debbie Evans.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Nottinghamshire Fungus
Group
Sherwood Forest Visitor’s
Centre
Author: Di Mears

The Rangers at the centre made available a classroom and a small marquee in the courtyard. In the classroom we had a variety of books about fungi and display boards with information about their biology, variety and identification. We also had a quiz on edible and poisonous species. We provided a range of children’s activities which included “how the fungus
got its spots”, a simple key to identify specimens, word puzzles and colouring activities. We
also had a photographic display on a continuous loop and a microscope so members of the
public could look at spores etc. In the marquee we had a display board with information
about the Notts Fungi Group and pictures of fungi with a variety of leaflets about fungi and
the mushroom growing kits kindly provided by the BMS. We also had a display of fresh
specimens for members of the public to look at.
Members of the Notts Fungi Group were available in both the classroom and courtyard to
answer any questions that the public might have. We did three walks during the day. It was
a lovely sunny day and people had come out to lunch and walk in the forest so were not so
easily tempted inside. However, the marquee was very busy all day and people were interested and astounded by the range of fungi that we had displayed. The mushroom kits were
very popular as was the identification leaflet provided by the BMS.
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Pembrokeshire Fungus Group
Orielton FSC Field Centre
Author: David Harries

Saturday 11th October - Morning - foray with PFRN members at a local farm - grassland
and broadleaved woodland. Recorded fungi and collected specimens for displays. Afternoon - workshop at Orielton Field Centre to identify morning collection and set up displays
and equipment for the public day on the 12th.
Sunday 12th October - Morning - Fungal Bioblitz around the grounds of Orielton Field Study
Centre. The group included Peter Thompson as guest specialist (ascomycetes) with input
from network members on their own specialities. Afternoon - open workshop for public - opportunity to learn more about displayed specimens, see literature available, use a microscope etc.
Field excursion to nearby farm (Goldborough) on 11th October resulted in a find of Hypocreopsis rhododendri - a rarely recorded Biodiversity Action Plan species. A specimen was
subsequently collected and forward to Aberystwyth University for DNA sequencing as part
of a Wales-wide study of distribution of the species.
Public event very well received judging by comments received on the day. Email feedback
to Orielton Field Centre from participants: Re: Fungus Bioblitz - Sun 12th October at Orielton - "Thoroughly enjoyed this session and learned a lot. Thanks" (S. & A. Moss).
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UK Fungus Day Event Reports
Scottish Fungi
Crombie Country Park
Author: Liz Holden

We ran a joint recording event for the Scottish local recording groups. We try and do this
each year in an area of Scotland that has not been intensively recorded to generate more
information and local interest. This year the weekend coincided with UK Fungus day. Some
members were foraying the area in the week leading up to Oct 12th but most of us were
there for the weekend itself.
We decided to run public forays, family based activities and a display at Crombie Country
Park near Dundee. The numbers attending were disappointing; probably a result of being
away from the usual centres of recording group activity. We missed the main event programme for the Country Park and didn't have time to do much local advertising.
Postia leucomellella is a wood rotting species on conifer that is rarely recorded in Scotland.
It was growing on a fallen spruce in conifer plantation.
Best responses were from a group of young women who were interested in using fungi in
fabric designs. They were just delighted with the colours, textures and patterns that they discovered and really lifted the public foray event with their enthusiasm.
The display in the classroom also generated a lot of interest and comment.
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Suffolk—UK Fungus Day at Minsmere
Discovery Centre,
Minsmere Nature Reserve
Author: Neil Mahler

The event started a few days beforehand really with my agreeing to give 13 staff and RSPB
volunteers a short fungi talk followed by a 2 hour foray into parts of the reserve the public
are not normally allowed.
From this group, 4 were able to assist me on the big day itself in setting up the tables and
trying to answer questions from the visitors and keeping a watchful eye during the 2 forays.
The RSPB even set up their own dissecting stereo microscope complete with digicam so
that visitors could see detail more closely but unfortunately, we could not darken the room
because visitors were coming and going all the time, also they needed to see all the dried
fungi (mostly brackets) I had brought in to show the variety of fungal fruiting body
shapes. They were even privileged to see the very rare Pepperpot fungus and the Sandy
Stiltball in the for-long hope that somebody will mention "I've seen that !" at a new location,
but it was not to be.
I hasten to add that both Pepperpot and Sandy Stiltball had both shed all their spores ... oh
alright, there may have been 156 spores left in the Pepperpot - shhhh !
Despite a mention in the local press asking visitors to bring in their mystery fungi (or photos)
for me to attempt to identify, very few took advantage, so I suppose I got off lightly !
But come the forays themselves, as expected, the children had me going round in circles so
we made very slow headway, it turned out to be the adults present who kept calling me back
asking what this is or have you seen this ?
It was also good to see old friends turning up - usually wanting to know what it is they have
seen in the garden and showing me a photo on their IPhone.
The main thing is that the RSPB judged it to be a success and would like me to come next
year.
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Holmwood Common Foray
Author: Vivien Hodge

11 adults; 2 children and one dog set off on our annual foray at Holmwood Common,
Surrey, on 11 October 2014, the day before UK Fungus Day. This event was organised
by the Friends of Holmwood Common and led by Vivien Hodge. The event was bookable and numbers restricted.
The walk took us across some grassland, complete with magic mushrooms (Psilocybe
semilanceata), orange mosscups (Rickenella fibula) and various Mycena species, and
into oak woodland.
Nothing of any great rarity was found in the woodland but some very nice specimens of
the delightfully named funeral bell (Galerina marginata) were eagerly photographed. Willow shield (Pluteus salicinus) and bleeding bonnet (Mycena sanguinolenta) made welcome new site records.
The enthusiasm of the group was not dampened by the wet vegetation and heavy rain
towards the end of the foray. Our curiosity was piqued by someone announcing that
they had found “something that looks like it has been left by an incontinent squirrel”, this
proved to be a number of small, discrete patches of cinnamon porecrust (Fuscoporia ferrea) growing along the length of a leaning birch trunk; they did indeed fit the description.
The children loved the numerous common earthballs (Scleroderma citrinum) that were
popping up throughout the woodland, but better still were the parasitic boletes
(Pseudoboletus parasiticus) growing from some of them, these seem to have been particularly frequent this year.
2 1/2 hours later our wet but happy and animated little group returned to the car park for
more fungus-talk.
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Leith Hill
Author: Vivien Hodge

Leith Hill Place, Surrey, opened to the public for the first time in spring 2013, the main attraction being the connection with Vaughan Williams, the Composer. However, during the
period leading up to the opening one of the National Trust Rangers noticed an abundance of
waxcaps on the lawns. A relatively limited amount of surveying revealed that the two ancient
lawns are indeed hotspots for waxcaps and other fungi of unimproved grassland. It was decided to include a Fungus Fun Day in the programme of events for 2014 in order to showcase the fungi of the lawns and surrounding parkland. 27 October was chosen as it coincided with half-term, rather than the actual UKFD, however, the material provided by the BMS
was included in the displays and the BMS leaflets eagerly taken by the visitors.
The event included an exhibition dedicated to the fungus habitats of Leith Hill Place and surrounding parkland. Lynne Boddy’s excellent CD ‘Fungi and our ever-changing world’ was
playing on a loop; one of the visitors was so taken with this that he was later sent a copy.
Microscopes with various slides were available and immensely popular with children and
adults alike; some fresh material and spore prints of fungi from the estate were put out for
information and use with the microscopes. Two walks were held around the lawns and parkland but we did not get far as the children in particular found so much, they loved looking for
cowpats and searching for any fungi on them. The fungus diversity of the grassland habitats
was a real eye opener to the adults who attended, as most of them associated fungi mainly
with woodland. Children’s activities included hat making with various fungus themed hat
templates on hand and large quantities of craft materials kindly donated by Freecycle members. One child made a hat with both mushrooms and rockets shooting out of the
top.....inspired by the Pilobolus item in the exhibition? Another missed the point completely
and decorated her hat with kittens, but hey ho....she was a real demon with the microscope
and a great little fungus finder.
More display boards with appeal for a younger audience were put up around the Darwin
Room, which was the setting for the children’s activities, including the Stinkies, Squidgies
and others. (Darwin had been a frequent visitor to Leith Hill Place). We ran the ‘How the
Amanita got its spots’ activity with a slight twist: various coloured balloons and tissues were
available with a board showing a range of Amanita species of different colours for inspiration. All materials were biodegradable. And finally, not to forget the more basic needs of our
visitors, mushroom soup was available in the tearoom. The event was an overwhelming success, with 130 visitors; the perfect autumn weather undoubtedly helped. Unfortunately, few
photographs of the event were taken as we were just far too busy with all those visitors to
get our cameras out!
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Sussex -- Wilderness Wood
Author: Anne Yarrow

The event was based at Wilderness Wood, a typical High Weald mixed woodland where
Anne Yarrow lived for nearly 30 years, and has for many years offered an autumn programme of fungus walks and courses for beginners. It was led by Anne, and Maria Greenwood, who runs a local company (SoSussex) which runs outdoor events and activities in the
Sussex countryside.
We were able to make use of the permanent marquee at the Wood, where we offered:
A table with named fresh specimens of (mainly) Wilderness Wood species, collected the
previous day by one of Anne’s course, and labelled with Latin and English names, and symbol for edibility (which is the way into an interest in fungi for many people). In spite of the
driest September on record there was a reasonable selection, with about 70 species. The
display was supplemented with interesting extras such as an enormous and ancient giant
puffball, ink from a shaggy inkcap, honey fungus mycelium, spore prints, etc.
Children’s activities including making a model mushroom (with play-dough), making a fungus badge (using a badge –making kit), and finding out how the fly agaric gets its spots.
We also displayed BMS leaflets, books on fungi, and BMS and other fungus posters.
Anne also offered three “mini-forays” (about half an hour long) into the surrounding area,
which attracted about 35 people in all, of all ages.
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West Weald Fungus Recording
Group
BIRTLEY HOUSE, BRAMLEY, SURREY

Author: Dick Alder

For a second year West Weald Fungus Recording Group had a stall at this popular event.
They managed a good-sized display of fresh fungi, especially considering how little was
available, backed by Barry Hughes’ photographs. There was also a good selection of BMS
hand-outs. Four group members were on hand throughout the two days of the show, and
were fully occupied in answering visitors’ questions. In fact, on the warm, sunny Sunday the
pressure on them was so great that they barely had time to grab a drink or something to eat.
The West Weald Fungus Recording Group stall was clearly one of the busiest on the site.
Once again, they were pleasantly surprised by people’s excitement over the display of fungus. Even though it was not as fresh as it might have been, people seemed to find it difficult
to believe that such a variety of species was living in their area, under their noses!
This aspect of the Surrey Hills Wood Fair was promoted only amongst the members of West
Weald Fungus Recording Group and their contacts; the Wood Fair handled its own overall
publicity.
The ‘UK Fungus Day’ banner hung at the front of
the gazebo and visitors were able to help themselves to BMS literature and hand-outs supplied
by the BMS office.
Looking ahead to the next UK Fungus Day event
in 2015, more eye-catching publicity might help
spread the word. For the purposes of the West
Weald Fungus Recording Group, some of the literature might be compressed into one eyecatching, easily pocketed item, a ‘freebie’ that
goes with the main attraction, which is the fresh
material.
The Mushroom spawn was good in this respect,
although there was an adjacent stall selling it!
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University of East Anglia Competition
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University of East Anglia Competition

KS2 Poster Competition Winners

Norwich Lower School (Norfolk) various fungus activities during UK Fungus Day event Sunday October 12th
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Norfolk Event - Norwich Lower School

Venue: Norwich Lower School, 71a The Close, Norwich, Norfolk NR1 4DD
Date & time: Sunday 12th October, 10.30am – 4.15pm.
Collaborators: Norwich School Staff, The SAW Trust, UEA, JIC, IFR, St Peter’s Brewery, Suffolk
County Fungus Recorder, Tas Valley Mushrooms
Volunteers:

Norwich School Sixth Formers, STEM Ambassadors, Norfolk Fungus Study Group,
Society of Biology

Funding:

Society of Biology Grant & RCUK School-University Partnership

Summary of activities;
Aimed at families, the event provided a mix of hands-on activities, demonstrations and displays to
educate inform and enthuse participants in the diverse array of fungal species and the many important roles they play. Activities included bread making , fungal forays, microscope observations,
ash dieback game, plant pathogen craft activity, brewer’s yeast demo, taste and flavour test, mushroom farm display, making fimo mushrooms, how the mushroom got it’s spots balloon activity, fungi
name game, fungi movies, poster competition, treasure hunt, fungi quiz, story teller and giant mushroom art.
Advertising: Leaflets, press, JIC & UEA intranet and social media
Attendance: Estimate of 150-200 people
Summary of evaluation forms (20 in total)

Overall Impression
15
10
5
0

No. of People

Increased understanding?
15
10
No. of People

5
0
1 (No)

2

3

4

5 (Yes)
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Fascinated by Fungi - Norwich Lower School
In collaboration with our hosts, the Norwich School, we had leaflets printed, a press release in the
EDP and also advertised on the JIC & UEA intranet and other social media sites.

We pulled together a team of people to run free activities supported by an award from the Society of
Biology that included; Fungal foray walks led by the Suffolk Fungus recorder Neil Mahler supported
by Tracy Money and Jonathan Worton, wild mushroom displays, microscope activities, leaf cutter
ants and marmite taste test with the UEA, a mushroom farm display from Tas Valley Mushrooms,
bread making & yeast cultures with the National Collection of Yeast Cultures, a brewing display by St
Peter’s Brewery, Ash dieback & plant doctor activities by the John Innes Centre, storytelling by Liam
Carroll, giant mushroom sculpting & fungi cinema with the SAW Trust, poster competition for schools
plus other BMS activities such as the fungi name game, treasure hunt, mushroom gets its spots and
fimo mushroom making by STEM Ambassadors, Norwich School Sixth Formers & the SoB.

We ran the following BMS activities; Fungi name game, how the mushroom got its spots, fimo fungi
making. We also had a shopping basket showing items that include fungi and an example of taking
a spore print with instructions to take away, we gave people BMS leaflets to take away and ran the
BMS treasure hunt using the mushroom models and gave the ‘grow your own oyster mushrooms’ as
a prize.
The Fungal Forays were extremely popular. We ran a few short ones in the morning so that people
who didn’t want to walk too far or had small children could participate and then we ran a long foray in
the afternoon that people were able to book in advance for. Some visitors filled in an evaluation form
as they left and we asked what their favourite activity was. The Foray had the most votes but in no
particular order, the following were also given; Storytelling, Quizzes, Mushroom spots activity, treasure hunt, microscopes, poster making, fungi name game, brewing display, leaf cutter ants, ash dieback, taste test and making mushrooms.
People rated the event as excellent or good and felt the event had increased their understanding of fungi.
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Norfolk Event - Norwich Lower School (continued)

The Wordle below shows responses to “what was your favourite activity”

Responses to least favourite activity question were as follows;
Most people said ‘Nothing, N/A or None.
However, comments of storytelling not mushroom focused enough, yeast in petri dishes not
interactive, craft activities and filling in this form were given.
Responses to ‘will you do any of these activities at home/school’?
Growing mushrooms x 2, forays x 4, art activities, fermenting, baking bread, making beer &
crafts (also given: Maybe x 2, probably, yes x 2, home, school, N/A)
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Norfolk Event - Norwich Lower School (continued)

Responses to ‘any other comments’ .

Demographic info:
For those that filled in the evaluation form we
asked for numbers & ages of people in their
groups;

Really Enjoyable & Interesting
Really Well Planned Day
Useful Help on fungus in my garden
Great Fun
Very Informative
Very Good
A very unexpected Joy
Very Good
Thank you
Thank you
Great Event
Everyone was very helpful & welcoming
Could be better publicised
More accessible position
More food/tasting activities please!

Under 10 years = 15
10 – 18 years = 8
Over 18 years =
34
Postcodes:
NR1 4D2 (City centre)
NR2
(City centre)
NR2
(City centre)
NR2 3HY (City centre)
NR2 8LA (City centre)
NR3 3EY (City centre)
NR3 4BE (City centre)
NR6 7AQ (North of city)
NR6 7NN (North of city)
NR6 6SY (North of city)
NR12 0UQ (Wroxham/Stalham)
NR14 8QP (Mulbarton/Poringland/Loddon)
NR18 9LW (Wymondham)
NR20 5BT (North Elmham)
NR20 5BT (North Elmham)
NR34 9ND (Beccles)

NR34 TX (Beccles)
IP19 8BE (Halesworth)
S2 3RY (Sheffield)
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11th October 2015

Thinking of organising an event for this year’s UK
Fungus Day?
Get in touch!
ukfungusday@britmycolsoc.info
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BMS 2015
Foray and Workshop Programme
Spring Foray
Date: 18th to 25th April
Venue: The Field Studies Centre at Preston Montfort, Shropshire, SY4 1DX
Accommodation Type: Full Board
Local Organiser: Peter Thompson:
The 2015 Spring foray is based at the Field Studies Centre, Preston Montfort, Shropshire,
The centre is housed in a delightful Queen Anne country house by the river Severn to the west of Shrewsbury is
set in 12 hectares of grassland and woodland. It lies within easy reach of the north Shropshire meres and
mosses, and the Welsh and Shropshire Hills with some of the most varied geology in Britain.
The BMS have held five forays in Shropshire: Spring 1909, Autumn 1917, Spring 1932, Autumn 1937 and
Autumn 1998. This foray will concentrate on sites suitable for Ascomycetes and we are fortunate to have as our
local organiser Peter Thompson. Peter has been recording and studying Ascomycetes from Shropshire and
adjoining county Staffordshire for several years and many of his finds from these counties are illustrated in his
book 'Ascomycetes in Colour'
The event will follow our normal pattern of taking a packed lunch and visiting sites in the morning and early
afternoon and then returning to the workroom in late afternoon to spend time studying our collections with our
microscopes and taxonomic literature.
Cost:
£356 for 7 nights Shared accommodation - Full Board (including BMS member discount)
£426 for 7 nights Single accommodation - Full Board (including BMS member discount)
Non BMS members + £30
Workshop on Coprinus & Related Genera (2 x three day workshops)
Dates: Sat 30th May to Tue 2nd June & Wed 3rd Jun to Sat 6th June
Venue: 1 Hazeldene, Fountain Way, Parkend, Glos. GL15 4JD
Accommodation: Bed & Breakfast
Tutor: Derek Schafer
Limited to 10 people per workshop (8 sharing at Hazeldene and 2 in single rooms at the pub)
This workshop is intended for mycologist who already have some microscope skills and who are used to
working through mycological keys etc. It will cover the coprinoid genera that used to be included in the genus
Coprinus, but now also include Coprinellus, Coprinopsis and Parosola. Participants are expected to bring either
fresh or dried material (or both) and therefore will need to start collecting and drying material well in advance of
the workshop. It is important to dry the material as soon as possible after collection so that it does not
deliquesce and turn to ink. Is hoped some dried material may be available from the tutor if required. For the
coprophilous (dung) species, fresh dung can be incubated one or two weeks before the start of the workshop.
To be certain of getting the timing right it would be prudent to collect enough dung to be able divide the material
and start the incubation on successive days.
Our Tutor Derek Schafer has been studying Coprinoid fungi for many years and has added a number of
Coprinoid species to the British list. He will provide photographs, keys and a computer synoptic key for
identification and anyone wanting to further their knowledge on this fascinating group of fungi should not miss
this chance to do so.
Participants should bring any relevant literature and their own microscopes. Whilst the organisers will
endeavour to keep forayer's equipment as safe as is practicable, the society cannot be held accountable for any
loss or damage; therefore it is advised that participants ensure that all equipment they bring is adequately
insured.
Cost: (including BMS member discount - For non BMS members add £15
£120 for 3 nights shared accommodation - B&B and lunch at Hazeldene
£165 for 3 nights single accommodation - B&B Fountains Inn plus and lunch at Hazeldene
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Foray and Workshop Programme
Justin Smith Memorial Foray
Date: 19th September to 26th September
Venue - Accommodation: Full Board at The Foxed Hotel Minehead
Venue – Workroom -The Beach Hotel Minehead.
Local Organisers: John & Doreen Bailey
Guest Tutor: Geoff Kibby
This foray is being held in memory of Justin Smith (1967 - 2014) As a very knowledgeable and enthusiastic
mycologist, Justin had proposed this foray and had been busy planning the sites to visit before his sudden
death on 3rd March 2014 which left all who knew him so shocked and saddened.
Justin had proposed our residential venue the Foxes Inn which is a registered charity hotel giving work to people
with disabilities. The workroom however, will be in the nearby Beach Hotel.
There are some excellent damp woodlands in the Exmoor area and within easy reach of Minehead. Many are
known for their rich Lichen flora with many rare Lichens recorded, but little studied for fungi. We are also interested to see how the fungal communities of the west of Somerset differ from those of the west of Scotland as
recorded on the 2014 foray to Ulapool.
Geoffrey Kibby is our resident tutor for the week. Geoffrey has studied fungi for over 35 years in Britain, Europe,
North America and parts of the tropics. He is the author and illustrator of some eight books and field guides to
British and American Fungi and is senior editor of Field Mycology. A teacher and lecturer, he has taught amateurs, professionals and medical students about fungi in Europe and America and led forays and field trips in
many parts of the world.
The event will follow our normal pattern of taking a packed lunch and visiting sites in the morning and early afternoon and then returning to the workroom in late afternoon to spend time studying our collections with our microscopes and taxonomic literature.
Participants should bring any relevant literature and their own microscopes. Whilst the organisers will endeavour
to keep forayer's equipment as safe as is practicable, the society cannot be held accountable for any loss or
damage; therefore it is advised that participants ensure that all equipment they bring is adequately insured.
Cost:
£405 for 7 nights Shared accommodation - Full Board (including BMS member discount)
£497 for 7 nights Single accommodation B&B at the Beach Hotel and Evening meal at Foxes Hotel -(including
BMS member discount)
Non BMS members + £30
Autumn Foray
Date: 17th October to 24th October
Venue: Workroom: DEFA HQ Training Room, Thie Slieau Whallian, St John’s Near Peel, Isle of Man
Accommodation: Self Book B&B in Peel. Evening meals at local restaurants
Local Organiser: Liz Charter
Guest Tutor: Eef Arnolds.
This is the first Autumn foray for the BMS on the Isle of Man since 1976 although there was a spring foray in
1994. The island is unique not only in having its own parliament (the Tynwald) but also in having many different
habitats in a small area. In the North of the island there are some interesting and notable habitats: soft low
sandy cliffs, yellow and grey sand flats and dune complexes. Drumlin hill formations form a lichen heath complex. To the west Ballaugh Curragh and Cranstal basin in the East are sites of dried out post-glacial lakes that
hold wet carr semi-fen and bog dominated by dwarf Willow. To the east there are several sheltered damp ravines of relic ancient woodland where stream tumble to the sea and also more recent woodland plantations that
are surprisingly rich in fungi. While the unimproved grassland of the lower mountain slopes supports a good
range of grassland fungi.
The Isle of Man Fungus Group was formed in 2013 and has several keen and active members who are looking
forward to our visit. Our Guest Tutor Eef Arnolds studied biology at the University of Utrecht and became a research assistant at the University of Wageningen . In 1981, his doctorate dissertation was on 'The Ecology and
Coenology of Macrofungi in Grasslands and Moist Heathlands' From 1990 to 1998 he was Director of the Biological Station at Wijster. After his retirement in 1998 he has worked on several research projects related to
fungi. In addition, he has dealt intensively with the care and development of new small nature reserves in the
vicinity of his house. He is an active member of the Netherlands Mycological society and he has chaired the
'European Council for the Conservation of Fungi and is a regular guest speaker and international mycological
conferences.
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